What is Languagenut?
Languagenut is a digital language learning resource designed to support you and your students
along their language learning journey. Suitable for specialists and non-specialists,
Languagenut covers 25 learning languages, including French, German, Spanish,
Mandarin, Arabic and EAL (with 38 support languages).
Our extensive content is ideal for developing language skills, offering you and your
students all they need to make and see progress, including:
• 8,000 comprehensive exam-style questions
• Extensive vocabulary banks of more than 4,000 words
• 14 challenging activities covering all four key skills
• 650 sentences/phrases across 40 different topics

• 40 grammar points from Beginner to Advanced
• 20 regular and irregular verb conjugation exercises across a range of tenses
• Over 50 unlockable achievements

+
more

Vocab Trainer
We’ve hand-picked vocabulary aligned to national curricula and exam boards. Our Primary
product includes 1,440 words and phrases with native audio and visual support. Our Secondary
vocabulary bank covers 3,000 words and phrases to create 80 sections, covering common KS3

& KS4 topics. Access 14 games which cover listening, reading, writing and speaking.

Vocabulary Trainer
Word Pop

Sentence Building
As a core part of language proficiency, students need to demonstrate they can accurately form
sentences. Practice makes perfect, so we've included 250 sentences in Primary and over
400 sentences in Secondary. Choose from four different interactive games that will challenge

and excite your students.

Translation
Fridge Magnets

Grammar and Verbs
Students need to be familiar with using a wide range of verb tenses and language structures

appropriately, as ever more emphasis is placed on spontaneous production of written and
spoken language. Languagenut offers a range of interactive grammar and verb conjugation
exercises for retrieval practice, at both a lower and higher level, helping your students work
towards mastery and automaticity.

Grammar
Verbs - Jigsaw

Exam Skills
Languagenut Secondary supports you in developing your students’ exam skills, through
10 activities spanning listening, reading, writing and speaking. All the included topics reflect
major textbooks, as well as themes set by the GCSE/IGCSE exam boards.

Exam Skills: Speaking Example – Photo description

Encourage spontaneous speech with our Photo Description, Open Question (reading) and
Conversation (listening) exercises. Students will have a minute to prepare an answer which will
automatically be recorded, collated and sent to you for review with the option to grade and

provide written or verbal feedback.

Exam Skills: Reading Example – Gapfill

Our reading activities, including Multiple Choice, True/False and Gapfill exercises, help students

with comprehension of longer texts. Students are able to enhance their ability to identify parts of
speech.

Exam Skills: Listening Example – Who Said What

Students can listen to a conversation between 3 native speakers and drag and drop the
corresponding statements. Helps with comprehension skills, analysis and inference.

Exam Skills: Writing Example – Open Question

Using the onscreen accented characters and keyboards, students can practise their writing skills
- great for students who struggle to write on paper. We’ve made sure students can’t just copy
and paste from online translators! In Arabic, students can even upload images of their
handwritten work. Answers are automatically sent to you for ease of marking.

Languagenut Live
As well as the ongoing World Ranking league table, students are able to compete in live games
against their classmates. Perfect for plenaries, low-stakes quizzing and keeping students

motivated with real-time interaction, Languagenut Live is suitable for both remote and in-school
teaching.

Languagenut Live – Game Starting
Languagenut Live – Results

New EAL feature: Guided Course
Learner autonomy is an increasing requirement of any scheme of work, and our guided course is
designed to help students progress between CEFR levels and Cambridge stages, with

thematically linked lessons. Each stage/lesson has its own pre- and revision test, allowing
students to instantly see the progress they’ve made. Teachers can also monitor students’
progress and identify areas for intervention.

Content aligned to the CEFR and Cambridge Stages
Thematically linked activities covering key skills
Revision Test Results – showing improvements students make

Unlockable Achievements
How often have your students spent their time not doing homework in favour of playing
computer games? We’ve harnessed student interest in gaming to assist you in engaging your
students in language learning and encourage them to develop good learning habits.
Languagenut Secondary features over 50 unlockable achievements and a World Ranking table!

World Ranking Table
Student Achievement Dashboard

Admin Area
Languagenut allows you to set differentiated tasks and monitor student progression. Quickly
identify students in need of additional support, particular praise or more of a challenge with our

diagnostic tools. Evidence and reward student attainment with printable reports and certificates.

Monitor class performance with comprehensive diagnostic tools
Generate reports on students’ averages across all four skills

Marking Students’ Work
Marking speaking and writing homework is easier than ever in Languagenut Secondary!
Students’ audio recordings and written paragraphs are stored and collated in the Admin Area
for ease of marking. You can then give students individual written or verbal feedback and
percentage scores which they will see when they next log in. Students' work and scores are
stored so they can look back at previous work to see improvement, as well as providing a handy
way to collect evidence for teacher/centre assessed grades.

Admin Area – Leave individual comments and percentage scores
Student Assignment Overview – View grading and comments from teacher

Custom Content
You can also upload your own vocabulary, sentence building, and exam writing and speaking
content – all of which is then automatically integrated into the same format and activities that

your students will be used to. Our system will find the relevant audio for your content, but you can
also upload and save your images and audio files!

Create custom content

Lesson Plans and Printable Resources
Languagenut Primary includes a full digital scheme of work (Ofsted aligned), lessons plans and
how-to guides on how to integrate our resources into your lessons and homework plans. The
lesson plans include stages, timings and ideas for extension activities. You can also download
and print a variety of games and flashcards based on our vocabulary content.

Lesson Plans

Printable Resources

For more information visit:

www.languagenut.com
or, contact Daniel Atkins:
p: +44 (0) 1273 457 222
e: daniel@languagenut.com

